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The New Colossus-1883 

Not like the brazen giant of Greek fame, 
With conquering limbs astride from land to land; 
Here at our sea-washed, sunset gates shall stand 
A mighty woman with a torch, whose flame 
Is the imprisoned lightning, and her name 
Mother of Exiles. From her beacon-hand 
Glows world-wide welcome; her mild eyes command 
The air-bridged harbor that twin cities frame. 
"Keep, ancient lands, your storied pomp!" cries she 
With silent lips. "Give me your tired, your poor, 
Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free, 
The wretched refuse of your teeming shore. 
Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to me, 
I lift my lamp beside the golden door!" 

 

 

This is a photo of the 1903 bronze 

plaque located in the pedestal of the 

Statue of Liberty. (National Park 

Service Website) 

The poem was originally written in 

1883 for an auction to raise money to 

construct the pedestal for the Statue of 

Liberty. (Ellis Island Foundation) 

https://poets.org/poet/emma-lazarus


 
 

 

In the Jewish Synagogue at Newport- 1867 

 
Here, where the noises of the busy town,  
The ocean's plunge and roar can enter not, 
We stand and gaze around with tearful awe, 
And muse upon the consecrated spot. 
 
No signs of life are here: the very prayers 
Inscribed around are in a language dead; 
The light of the "perpetual lamp" is spent 
That an undying radiance was to shed. 
 
What prayers were in this temple offered up, 
Wrung from sad hearts that knew no joy on earth, 
By these lone exiles of a thousand years, 
From the fair sunrise land that gave them birth! 
 
How as we gaze, in this new world of light, 
Upon this relic of the days of old, 
The present vanishes, and tropic bloom 
And Eastern towns and temples we behold. 
 
Again we see the patriarch with his flocks, 
The purple seas, the hot blue sky o'erhead, 
The slaves of Egypt, -- omens, mysteries, -- 
Dark fleeing hosts by flaming angels led. 

The poem is said to be based on 

the Touro Synagogue of 

Newport RI, which was built 

from 1759 to 1763. It is one of 

the oldest Synagogues in the 

Western Hemisphere. Closed 

during a lot of the nineteenth 

century due to the economy and 

the dispersal of Jewish people 

through the rest of the country, 

it reopened in the 1880s. 

(American Jewish Historical 

Society) 



 
A wondrous light upon a sky-kissed mount, 
A man who reads Jehovah's written law, 
'Midst blinding glory and effulgence rare, 
Unto a people prone with reverent awe. 
 
The pride of luxury's barbaric pomp, 
In the rich court of royal Solomon -- 
Alas! we wake: one scene alone remains, -- 
The exiles by the streams of Babylon. 
 
Our softened voices send us back again 
But mournful echoes through the empty hall: 
Our footsteps have a strange unnatural sound, 
And with unwonted gentleness they fall. 
 
The weary ones, the sad, the suffering, 
All found their comfort in the holy place, 
And children's gladness and men's gratitude 
'Took voice and mingled in the chant of praise. 
 
The funeral and the marriage, now, alas! 
We know not which is sadder to recall; 
For youth and happiness have followed age, 
And green grass lieth gently over all. 
 
Nathless the sacred shrine is holy yet, 
With its lone floors where reverent feet once trod. 
Take off your shoes as by the burning bush, 
Before the mystery of death and God.  
 

 



 

Work-1889 (from the longer poem, Epochs).  
 

Yet life is not a vision nor a prayer, 
    But stubborn work; she may not shun her task. 
After the first compassion, none will spare 
    Her portion and her work achieved, to ask. 
She pleads for respite,—she will come ere long 
When, resting by the roadside, she is strong. 

Nay, for the hurrying throng of passers-by 
    Will crush her with their onward-rolling stream. 
Much must be done before the brief light die; 
    She may not loiter, rapt in the vain dream. 
With unused trembling hands, and faltering feet, 
She staggers forth, her lot assigned to meet. 

But when she fills her days with duties done, 
    Strange vigor comes, she is restored to health. 
New aims, new interests rise with each new sun, 
    And life still holds for her unbounded wealth. 
All that seemed hard and toilsome now proves small, 
And naught may daunt her,—she hath strength for all. 

 

 

Emma was born into a wealthy Sephardic family (her 

father was a sugar refiner). Her cousin is a prominent 

American History figure, Justice Benjamin Cardozo of 

the Supreme Court. (Jewish Women’s Archive) and 

(American Jewish Historical Society) 


